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Abstract. XQuery is a functional language dedicated to XML data
querying and manipulation. As opposed to other W3C-standardized lan-
guages for XML (e.g. XSLT), it has been intended to feature strong static
typing. Currently, however, some expressions of the language cannot be
statically typed with any precision. We argue that this is due to a dis-
crepancy between the semantics of the language and its type algebra:
namely, the values of the language are (possibly inner) tree nodes, which
may have siblings and ancestors in the data. The types on the other
hand are regular tree types, as usual in the XML world: they describe
sets of trees. The type associated to a node then corresponds to the sub-
tree whose root is that node and contains no information about the rest
of the data. This makes navigational expressions using ‘backward axes,’
which return e.g. the siblings of a node, impossible to type.
We discuss how to solve this discrepancy and propose a compromise :
to use extended types representing possibly inner tree nodes in some
key parts of a program, and to cut out the subtrees from their original
context in the rest.

1 Introduction

XQuery is a functional language with some unusual features. The standard which
defines it [1,2] describes, among other things, a formal semantics for a core frag-
ment of the language, rules to compile the full language into its core fragment,
and a static type system.

Although Turing-complete, this language is not general-purpose; it is de-
signed for manipulating XML data, in various ways. Its type system is thus
built around regular tree types, as usual for XML data. The values of the lan-
guage, however, are not trees or forests, but sequences of pointers to tree nodes.
These pointers can point anywhere in the tree, not only at the root, and it is
always possible, given such a pointer, to get pointers to its parent and sibling
nodes. Furthermore, a sequence may contain pointers into different trees.

The formal semantics from the XQuery standard uses judgements of the
form DynEnv $ Expr ñ Val , where DynEnv is a store of trees. Navigational
expressions (e.g. getting the parent of a node) are evaluated by looking up the
initial pointer in the store, navigating in there, and returning a pointer to the



destination. However, XQuery is designed as a pure functional language and all
the trees in the store are immutable4; the only expressions which update the
store are those which create a new tree, returning a pointer to its root.

Because of this purity, it is possible to describe the semantics of Core XQuery
without using an external store, but only reduction rules for expressions, if we
represent tree nodes as focused trees, a data structure describing a whole tree
‘seen’ from a given internal node. We believe that it makes it easier to reason
about programs. This will be our first contribution (Sec. 2).

This formalization will allow us to highlight a discrepancy between the se-
mantics of XQuery and its type system (Sec. 4.2): whereas the values manip-
ulated by the language consist of a subtree and a context, the types describe
only the subtree and say nothing of the context. Because of this, expressions
navigating upwards or between siblings are simply given the most general type,
which contains no information whatsoever, regardless of the type of the initial
node.

In order to solve this discrepancy, we then define (Sec. 5) a logic whose
formulas denote sets of focused trees rather than just of trees, and discuss how
it could be combined with the existing type system.

2 Syntax and Semantics of an XQuery Navigational Core

2.1 Values

Items and Sequences XQuery programs manipulate two ‘levels’ of values:
items and sequences. In full XQuery, item values can be literals of various base
types (string, boolean etc.), functions (in XQuery 3.0 [4]), and tree nodes. Base
values and function values behave in a fairly standard way in XQuery, so, in order
to keep this paper to the point, we consider the fragment where all items are tree
nodes. Furthermore, we focus on the structure of XML trees and thus consider
them composed of only element nodes (with no text content or attributes). This
does not imply a loss of generality since literals and text could be encoded as
trees.

In XQuery, sequence values are flat lists of items. Nested sequences do not
exist. The result of evaluating an expression is always a sequence.

Tree nodes are pointers to nodes which can be anywhere in a tree, not nec-
essarily at the root. Since the tree data structures manipulated by XQuery are
always immutable, we need not however actually represent these node values
as pointers into a shared data structure defined in an external environment: we
may represent them as focused trees which contain all the information we need.
We detail this structure in the next subsection.

Focused Trees In order to represent references to nodes of immutable trees,
we use focused trees, inspired by Huet’s Zipper data structure [5] in the manner

4 Expressions that can be used to make persistent changes to instances in the XQuery
data model are defined as a separate extension of the language [3].



of [6]. Focused trees not only describe a tree but also its context: its siblings and
its parent, including its parent context recursively.

Formally, we assume an alphabet Σ of labels, ranged over by σ. The syntax
of our data model is as follows.

t ::� σrtl s tree
tl ::� list of trees

ǫ empty list
| t :: tl cons cell

c ::� context
Top root of the tree

| ptl , crσs, tlq context node
f ::� pt, cq focused tree

A focused tree pt, cq is a pair consisting of a tree t and its context c. The
context ptl , crσs, tlq comprises three components: a list of trees at the left of the
current tree in reverse order (the first element of the list is the tree immediately
to the left of the current tree), the context above the tree, and a list of trees
at the right of the current tree. The context above the tree may be Top if the
current tree is at the root, otherwise it is of the form crσs where σ is the label of
the enclosing element and c is the context in which the enclosing element occurs.

We now describe how to navigate focused trees, in binary style. There are
four directions that can be followed: for a focused tree f , f 〈1〉 changes the focus
to the first child of the current tree, f 〈2〉 changes the focus to the next sibling of
the current tree, f

〈

1
〉

changes the focus to the parent of the tree if the current

tree is a leftmost sibling, and f
〈

2
〉

changes the focus to the previous sibling.
Formally, we have:

Definition 1.

pσrt :: tl s, cq 〈1〉
def
� pt, pǫ, crσs, tlqq

pt, ptl l, crσs, t
1 :: tlrqq 〈2〉

def
� pt1, pt :: tl l, crσs, tlrqq

pt, pǫ, crσs, tlqq
〈

1
〉

def
� pσrt :: tl s, cq

pt1, pt :: tl l, crσs, tlrqq
〈

2
〉

def
� pt, ptl l, crσs, t

1 :: tlrqq

When the focused tree does not have the required shape, these operations
are not defined.

2.2 Expressions

The standard defining XQuery describes how to compile (‘normalize’) expres-
sions of the full language into a core fragment, called the XQuery Core [2].
Although this part of the specification has not been updated after XQuery 1.0,
it still is a good starting point.

The formal semantics for this core fragment is defined using an external
store, with node items being pointers into that store. What we propose to do is to



e ::� expression
<σ>teu</σ> XML element

| ǫ empty sequence
| e, e sequence concatenation
| for $v in e return e for loop
| if emptypeq then e else e existence test
| $v{axis::n tree navigation
| $v item variable

n ::� name test
σ label

| � wildcard
s ::� value sequence

ǫ empty sequence
| f :: s cons cell

E ::� evaluation context
rs context hole

| <σ>tEu</σ>
| E , e
| s, E
| for $v in E return e

| if emptypEq then e else e

Fig. 1. Navigational core of XQuery.

replace these pointers with focused trees, as described in the previous subsection,
which removes the need for a store. As the XQuery Core is already quite large, we
will consider a much smaller fragment comprising only constructs impacted by
this proposal and useful for the discussion, which we call the navigational core.
It is worth noting that several other ‘core fragments’ of XQuery have already
been defined and studied in research papers. We will discuss how this one relates
to them in the related work section (Sec. 6).

The navigational XQuery fragment we consider is described by the abstract
syntax shown in Figure 1, where axis P tchild, desc, parent, anc, psibl, nsibl, selfu.
The values of the language are sequences s; we write rf1, . . . , fns for f1 :: . . . ::
fn :: ǫ.

2.3 Reduction Semantics

Figure 4 gives reduction rules defining a small-step operational semantics for the
focused-tree-based navigational XQuery fragment we consider.

Note that, because f
〈

1
〉

and f
〈

2
〉

are never both defined for the same f , rules
R-Parent and R-PSParent are mutually exclusive, and that R-NoParent
can only apply in a case where both f

〈

1
〉

and f
〈

2
〉

are undefined. The same
is true of R-Anc, R-PSAnc and R-NoAnc, so that the set of rules is almost
deterministic. The only ambiguity is the order of concatenation in expressions of
the form s1, s2, s3, but in that case note that the result is independent on that
order.



(R-Tree) <σ>trpt1, c1q, pt2, c2q, . . . , ptn, cnqsu</σ> ÝÑ rpσrt1 :: t2 :: . . . :: tn :: ǫs,Topqs

(R-For) for $v in f1 :: s return e ÝÑ e
�
f1{$v

�
, for $v in s return e

(R-ForEmpty) for $v in ǫ return e ÝÑ ǫ (R-Singleton) f ÝÑ rfs

(R-Concat) rf1, . . . , fns, rf
1
1
, . . . , f 1

n1 s ÝÑ rf1, . . . , fn, f
1
1
, . . . f 1

n1 s

(R-IfT) if emptypǫq then e1 else e2 ÝÑ e1 (R-IfF) if emptypf :: sq then e1 else e2 ÝÑ e2

(R-NoParent) pt,Topq{parent::n ÝÑ ǫ (R-NoChild) pσrǫs, cq{child::n ÝÑ ǫ

(R-NoNSibl) pt, ptl, σrcs, ǫqq{nsibl::n ÝÑ ǫ (R-NoPSibl) pt, pǫ, σrcs, tlqq{psibl::n ÝÑ ǫ

(R-NoAnc) pt,Topq{anc::n ÝÑ ǫ (R-NoDesc) pσrǫs, cq{desc::n ÝÑ ǫ

(R-SelfStar) f{self::� ÝÑ rfs (R-SelfMatch) pσrtls, cq{self::σ ÝÑ rpσrtls, cqs

σ � σ1

(R-SelfDiff)
pσrtls, cq{self::σ1 ÝÑ ǫ

f 1 � f
〈

1
〉

(R-Parent)
f{parent::n ÝÑ f 1{self::n

f 1 � f
〈

2
〉

(R-PSParent)
f{parent::n ÝÑ f 1{parent::n

f 1 � f 〈1〉
(R-Child)

f{child::n ÝÑ f 1{self::n, f 1{nsibl::n

f 1 � f 〈2〉
(R-NSibl)

f{nsibl::n ÝÑ f 1{self::n, f 1{nsibl::n

f 1 � f
〈

2
〉

(R-PSibl)
f{psibl::n ÝÑ f 1{psibl::n, f 1{self::n

f 1 � f
〈

1
〉

(R-Anc)
f{anc::n ÝÑ f 1{anc::n, f 1{self::n

f 1 � f
〈

2
〉

(R-PSAnc)
f{anc::n ÝÑ f 1{anc::n

f 1 � f 〈1〉
(R-Desc)

f{desc::n ÝÑ f 1{self::n, f 1{desc::n, f 1{nsibl::n

e1 ÝÑ e2
(R-Context)

Ere1s ÝÑ Ere2s

Fig. 2. Reduction Rules for the Navigational XQuery Fragment



3 Problem Statement

Now that we have a simple formal semantics for a core fragment of XQuery, we
want to study the problem of type-checking on this fragment.

However, the reader may have noticed that the reduction rules we have de-
fined cannot actually generate an error value, nor can they get stuck on a syn-
tactically correct expression. Thus, in this small fragment, programs cannot go
wrong, independently of typing. We will therefore state our problem not in terms
of type safety but of type conformance: the program always generates a result,
but we want to check statically whether this result conforms to what has been
specified.

We did not include functions in our fragment, but will take as our use case a
function definition with type annotations. We thus add to the syntax sequence

variables $v to represent the function’s parameters, and the problem we want to
solve is the following:

Given a typing environment Γ � $v1 : τ1, . . . , $vn : τn, an expression e
referring to variables $v1 . . . $vn, and a result type τ , is it the case that, for any

sequence values s1 . . . sn matching types τ1 . . . τn, the expression e rs1...sn{$v1...$vn
s

reduces to a value matching type τ ?

As usual, we will require checking procedures for answering this question to
be sound (give no false positives) but not necessarily complete (never give any
false negatives). We want them however to be as precise as possible (as few false
negatives as possible).

We now have to say what types are. The usual formal definition, close to
what the standard uses, is given in the next section.

4 The XQuery Static Type System

4.1 Regular Tree Types

As is customary in the literature ([7,8,9,10] for instance), we use a slight variant
of XDuce’s type language [11,12], described in Fig. 3, to represent (core) XQuery
types.

Unit types u, or ‘prime types’ in the XQuery terminology, correspond to
items. Types τ correspond to sequences. In the general case, u would include both
element types and base types; since we removed base values from the language
fragment we consider, it only includes element types.

A type environment E is a mapping from type references x to types τ . An en-
vironment must respect some well-formedness constraints, so that badly-founded
recursion such as x � () | x for example is not allowed. These constraints are de-
tailed formally in [12]. In the following, we do not treat the case of x explicitly: we
always assume we have an environment E which defines it and implicitly replace
the variable with its binding when needed. We also consider that E always con-
tains the type of all elements, AnyElt, defined as AnyElt � element � {AnyElt�}.

The semantics of types is defined in terms of sets of forests, i.e. of sequences
of trees (called elements in the XML context). A value s, which is a sequence



u ::� unit type
element n {τ} element

| u | u choice
n ::� name test

σ label
| � wildcard

τ ::� sequence type
u unit type

| () empty sequence
| τ, τ concatenation
| τ | τ choice
| τ� repetition
| x type reference

Fig. 3. XQuery Types

of items (nodes, focused trees in our semantics), matches a type if the forest
constituted of the subtrees rooted at all nodes of the sequence belongs to the
semantics of the type. This is the same forest that is constructed in the tree
creation rule R-Tree as the children of the new node. Formally:

Jelement σ {τ}K � trσrtl ss | tl P JτKu

Jelement � {τ}K � trσrtl ss | σ P Σ and tl P JτKu

J()K � ǫ

Jτ, τ 1K � trt1, . . . , tn, t
1
1, . . . , t

1
ms | rt1 . . . tns P JτK and rt11 . . . t

1
ms P Jτ 1Ku

Jτ | τ 1K � JτK Y Jτ 1K

Jτ0K � ǫ

Jτn�1K � Jτ, τnK

Jτ�K �
¤

nPN

JτnK

Note that in some cases the definition of JτK above loops; in those cases, the
semantics is empty (JτK � H).

4.2 Typing Rules

The rules use type environments E, which contain the possibly mutually recur-
sive definitions of named types (see above), and typing environments Γ which
map sequence variables to sequence types, as said in Sec. 3, and in addition map
iteration variables to unit types (not types in general). Indeed, in the for loop,
the variable is bound successively to all items in the input sequence, thus its
value is an item, not a sequence.

This system constructs deterministically one type for the whole expression
from the types of its subexpressions (which is sometimes called forward type



inference). In general, the computed type will not be exactly the one required in
our type-checking question, but we can still answer positively if the semantics
of the computed type is included in the semantics of the required type, so there
is an additional inclusion check (which is straightforward for this regular type
language). Here precision of typing thus means computing the smallest possible
output type.

In the XQuery standard, typing the for loop involves two operations on
types, prime and quant. The first one constructs the disjunction of all unit types
which appear in a sequence type. The second one determines whether a sequence
type can contain sequences with zero, one, or several items. Its result is a mul-
tiplier from the set t0, 1,�, ?, �u.

Typing the node test involves filtering a type to extract only the matching
element types and is done by the filter operation. We also define children and dos

operations to extract from a unit type all the possible types for, respectively, its
children and its descendants plus itself.

The � operation on multipliers q, the prime and quant operators, the applica-
tion of a multiplier to a sequence type, and the filter, children and dos operations
are formally defined as follows:

0� q � q

1� q � � if q � 0

�� q � �

?� � � �

primepuq � u

primep()q � ()

primepτ1, τ2q � primepτ1q | primepτ2q

primepτ�q � primepτq

quantpuq � 1

quantp()q � 0

quantpτ1, τ2q � quantpτ1q � quantpτ2q

quantpτ�q � 0 if quantpτq � 0, � otherwise

τ0 � ()

τ1 � τ

τ� � τ, τ�

τ ? � () | τ

τ� � τ�



filterp()q � ()

filterpelement � {τ},nq � element � {τ}

filterpelement n {τ}, �q � element n {τ}

filterpelement σ {τ}, σq � element σ {τ}

filterpelement σ {τ}, σ1q � () if σ � σ1

filterpτ1 | τ2,nq � filterpτ1q | filterpτ2q

filterpτ1, τ2,nq � filterpτ1q, filterpτ2q

filterpτ�q � filterpτq�

childrenpelement n {τ}q � τ

childrenpτ1 | τ2q � childrenpτ1q | childrenpτ2q

childrenpτ1, τ2q � childrenpτ1q, childrenpτ2q

childrenpτ�q � childrenpτq�

dosp()q � ()

dospelement n {τ}q � element n {τ}, dospτq

dospτ1 | τ2q � dospτ1q | dospτ2q

dospτ1, τ2q � dospτ1q, dospτ2q

dospτ�q � dospτq�

(T-SeqVar) E;Γ, $v : τ $ $v : τ (T-Empty) E;Γ $ ǫ : ()

E;Γ $ e : τ
(T-Tree)

E;Γ $ <σ>teu</σ> : element σ {τ}

E;Γ $ e1 : τ1 E;Γ $ e2 : τ2
(T-Seq)

E;Γ $ e1, e2 : τ1, τ2

E;Γ $ e1 : τ1 E;Γ $ e2 : τ2
(T-If)

E;Γ $ if emptypeq then e1 else e2 : τ1 | τ2

E;Γ $ e1 : τ1 E;Γ, $v : primepτ1q $ e2 : τ2
(T-For)

E;Γ $ for $v in e1 return e2 : τ
quantpτ1q
2

(T-Self) E;Γ, $v : u $ $v{self::n : filterpu,nq

(T-Child) E;Γ, $v : u $ $v{child::n : filterpchildrenpuq,nq

(T-Desc) E;Γ, $v : u $ $v{desc::n : filterpdospchildrenpuqq,nq

(T-Parent) E;Γ, $v : u $ $v{parent::n : () | AnyElement

axis P tanc, psibl, nsiblu
(T-OthAxis)

E;Γ, $v : u $ $v{axis::n : AnyElement�

Fig. 4. Standard Typing Rules for the Navigational XQuery Fragment

We can see that this type system lacks precision in several places. One of
them is Rule T-For, which gives to the sequence resulting from the loop a ho-

mogeneous type, disregarding completely the fact that, since the input sequence



may contain specific types in a specific order, it should be possible in most cases
to deduce ordering information about the different item types which can occur
in the output. This source of imprecision is well known and has been adressed in
several research papers already, e.g. [8], [10]. Note that it can be adressed while
staying within the standard type language presented thus far: the problem is
that the type system does not fully exploit the information it has. We will not
expand on this point further in this paper.

The other blatant source of imprecision is Rule T-OthAxis, and to a very
slightly lesser extent Rule T-Parent. Indeed, type AnyElement� is the top type
of the algebra; any value whatsoever matches that type5. Thus the type given to
navigation expressions with axes psibl, nsibl or ancestor contains no infor-
mation at all, and it is not much better for parent. This means that typechecking
such an expression will always fail (unless no requirement was made on the re-
sult) and that the programmer using it will be forced to by-pass static checking
with a type cast.

This source of imprecision is also well known, it has however not been adressed
yet as far as we know, except, indirectly (via a translation into another language),
in [13]. The reason why it has not, we think, is because it is more fundamental
than the problem of for loops. If we look at the information available to the
type system, i.e. the expression and the typing environment, there is one small
improvement we can easily make: if the expression is of the form $v{axis::σ, then
we know that the result must contain only nodes labelled σ—this is still very
limited information. Can we do better? If we look at the semantics of Fig. 4, we
know that at some point, when the surrounding for loop is unfolded, $v will
be replaced with a focused tree f � pt, cq. Then, depending on the axis and the
shape of f , either f

〈

2
〉

, f
〈

1
〉

or f 〈2〉 will be computed to yield the result. The
definitions of these operations (Def. 1) show that the first component (the tree)
of the result is taken from c, in the case of 〈2〉 and

〈

2
〉

, or is constructed from

both t and a part of c in the case of
〈

1
〉

.
Now what is the type information we have? the environment Γ maps iter-

ation variables to unit types, which describe nonempty sets of trees. The fact
that $v has type u means that when, during evaluation, $v is replaced with
pt, cq, t will be an element of JuK—it says nothing on what c will possibly be.
Therefore it is impossible to know anything about the result of an expression
such as $v{nsibl::� using only this kind of type environment. The problem is
highlighted by our focused-tree-based formalization: item values can be repre-
sented as pairs of which only the first component has a type—there is a clear
discrepancy between the semantics and the type system.

It is worth noting that in the case of
〈

1
〉

we do not have exactly zero infor-
mation on the result, due to the fact that t, for which we have a type, appears as
the first child of the new tree.

〈

1
〉

is used in the reduction rules for the parent

and anc axes. This fact would allow us to improve the T-Parent rule slightly:
we know that, if the parent exists, it has at least one child, which has type u.
We can also use this information when typing the anc axis.

5 Admittedly, if we had base types or function types, it would exclude them.



We summarise below the very limited improvements which are possible for
the typing of navigation expressions within the standard type environment:

(T-Parent’) E;Γ, $v : u $ $v{parent::n : () | element n {AnyElement�, u,AnyElement�}

E1 � E, x � u | element � {AnyElement�, x,AnyElement�}
(T-Anc)

E1;Γ, $v : u $ $v{anc::n : () | element n {AnyElement�, x,AnyElement�}

axis P tpsibl, nsiblu
(T-OthAxis’)

E;Γ, $v : u $ $v{axis::n : element n {AnyElement�}�

If we want to do better, we have to change either the type language or the
semantics. We first try to do the former, in the next section.

5 Types for Focused Trees

5.1 A Tree Logic

In order to describe sets of focused trees rather than just sets of trees, we use
the logic language defined in [6]. It is a sub-logic of the alternation free modal
µ-calculus with converse; its syntax is given in Fig. 5, where a P t1, 2, 1, 2u are
programs, corresponding to the four directions in which trees can be navigated.

Our main reasons for choosing this formalism are: it is expressive enough to
support all XQuery types, it is succinct (types are represented as formulas of
linear size compared to their regular expression syntax), and the satisfiability
problem for a logical formula of size n can be efficiently decided with an optimal
2Opnq worst-case time complexity bound with the solver of [6].

Formulas include the truth predicate, atomic propositions (denoting the label
of the node in focus), disjunction and conjunction of formulas, formulas under an
existential modality (denoting the existence of a node, in the direction denoted
by the program, satisfying the sub-formula), and a fixpoint operator.

ϕ,ψ ::� formula
J true

| σ |  σ atomic proposition (negated)
| X variable
| ϕ_ ψ disjunction
| ϕ^ ψ conjunction
| 〈a〉ϕ |  〈a〉J existential (negated)
| µpXi � ϕiqiPI in ψ (least) n-ary fixpoint

Fig. 5. Logic formulas

The logic allows expressing recursion through the fixpoint binder. The re-
cursive formula 〈1〉 pµX.a_ 〈1〉X _ 〈2〉Xq states the existence of some node
labelled with “a” at an arbitrary depth in the subtree. The meaning of the re-
cursive formula µX.b_

〈

2
〉

X is that either the current node is labeled b or some
previous sibling of the current node is labeled b.



The interpretation of a logical formula is the set of focused trees such that the
formula is satisfied at the current node. The semantics of this logic is intuitively
explained through examples in [14] and formally defined in [6]. We give the
formal definition in Fig. 6, where F is the set of all focused trees and nmpfq is
the label at the current node of f .

JJKV
def

� F JσKV
def

� tf | nmpfq � σu

JXKV
def

� V pXq J σKV
def

� tf | nmpfq � σu

Jϕ_ ψKV
def

� JϕKV Y JψKV Jϕ^ ψKV
def

� JϕKV X JψKV

J〈a〉ϕKV
def

� tf 〈a〉 | f P JϕKV ^ f 〈a〉 definedu

J 〈a〉JKV
def

� tf | f 〈a〉 undefinedu

JµpXi � ϕiqiPI in ψKV
def

� let S � tpTiq P PpFqI | @j P I, JϕjKV rTi{Xis
� Tju in

let pUjq �
��

pTiqPS
Tj

�
jPI

in JψK
V rUi{Xis

where V rTi{XispXq � V pXq if X R tXiu and Ti if X � Xi.

Fig. 6. Interpretation of formulas

The lemma 4.2 of [6] says that the interpretation of a fixpoint formula is equal
to the union of the interpretations of all its finite unfoldings (where unfolding
is defined as usual). A consequence (detailed in [6]) is that the logic is closed
under negation, i. e. for any closed ϕ,  ϕ can be expressed in the syntax using
De Morgan’s relations and this definition:

 〈a〉ϕ
def

�  〈a〉J_ 〈a〉 ϕ

 µpXi � ϕiq in ψ
def

� µpXi �  ϕitrXi{ Xi
suq in  ψtrXi{ Xi

su

In the following, we consider only closed formulas and write JϕK for JϕKH.

5.2 Adding Formulas to the Type System

We now have a language which allows us to describe sets of focused trees. If we
take the type language of Sec. 4 and replace unit types with formulas, we obtain
a type language for sequences of focused trees.

Recall that typechecking in the standard type system involved inferring a
type for the expression using the rules then checking an inclusion between this
type and the expected type. With formulas, the inclusion test translates into a
satisfiability test (namely, JϕK � JψK if and only if ϕ^ ψ is unsatisfiable), and
as mentioned above, we have an efficient decision procedure for this test in this
language. The remaining question is whether we can adapt the typing rules to
this modified type language.



Looking at the type system, the change of type language does not affect the
structural rules (T-SeqVar, T-Empty, T-Seq, T-If, T-For) since none of
them looks inside unit types, so this will only change the rules for tree construc-
tion and navigation expressions. Let us start with the parent rule. It becomes
this:

(T-Parent”) Γ, $v : ϕ $ $v{parent::n : kpnq ^ 〈1〉µX.pϕ_ 〈2〉Xq

where kpσq
def

� σ and kp�q
def

� J.
This type says that we can go from the node at focus to a node where ϕ is

satisfied by going down once and then right a certain number of times. This is
as precise as we can do.

Unfortunately, things do not go as perfectly well for other axes (except of
course self which is trivial), because the other axes generate sequences of nodes.
Thus the type of the expression should not be a single formula but a regular
expression of formulas. Ideally, this regular expression would reflect somehow
the ordering of differently-typed nodes in the sequence, but it is certainly not
possible to be exact unless the sequence has a statically known length limit—
indeed, every node in the sequence corresponds to a different focused tree and
it is possible to set any of them apart from the others using a carefully crafted
(and possibly large) formula. There is no most precise regular expression that we
can look for. The problem of keeping the correct amount of ordering information
is not at all straightforward and is beyond the scope of this paper; we intend to
investigate it in future work.

The simplest way to infer a type for the other axes is to consider the sequence
homogeneous. Note that it makes the new rules for child and desc slightly less

precise than the standard rules (unless the resulting sequence is then iterated
over, in which case the ordering information is lost anyway in the standard
system).

We give below the typing rules for other axes using logic formulas:

(T-Child”) E;Γ, $v : ϕ $ $v{child::n : pkpnq ^ µX.p
〈

1
〉

ϕ_
〈

2
〉

Xqq�

(T-Desc”) E;Γ, $v : ϕ $ $v{desc::n : pkpnq ^ µX.p
〈

1
〉

pϕ_Xq _
〈

2
〉

Xqq�

(T-Anc”) E;Γ, $v : ϕ $ $v{anc::n : pkpnq ^ 〈1〉µX.pϕ_ 〈1〉X _ 〈2〉Xqq�

(T-Psibl) E;Γ, $v : ϕ $ $v{psibl::n : pkpnq ^ µX.p〈2〉ϕ_ 〈2〉Xqq�

(T-Nsibl) E;Γ, $v : ϕ $ $v{nsibl::n : pkpnq ^ µX.p
〈

2
〉

ϕ_
〈

2
〉

Xqq�

Perhaps surprisingly, T-Tree, which was completely straightforward in the
standard system, is the most difficult rule to adapt to formula types. Indeed, the
semantics of the tree construction expression (rule R-Tree from Fig. 4) shows
that the context part of the input focused trees is cut off and only the subtree
part is kept. This looks deceptively simple because we represented focused trees
as pairs, but logic formulas describe the focused trees as a whole, they do not



separate the context and subtree components. Thus we do not know how to
infer a formula describing the new element from a regular expression of formulas
describing the input node sequence.

We would like to emphasize the fact that, in an actual XQuery implementa-
tion, R-Tree is indeed the most complicated operation in our small fragment:
the other ones mostly manipulate pointers to navigate in a data structure. This
operation, in contrast, involves the deep copy of some specific, possibly overlap-
ping parts of possibly several structures, and the assembling of the results into a
brand new structure. If we take that into account, the fact that this operation is
difficult to type when we use formula-based types which try to closely describe
the structure of values is less surprising.

However, this shows limits of the purely formula-based approach. Since the
standard approach and the formula-based approach are weak on different parts
of the language, we can try combining the two.

5.3 Combining the two approaches

We saw that logic formulas are closer to the semantics of the XQuery language
than standard XQuery types, and allow a reasonably precise typing of expres-
sions involving non-downward navigation. However they are not well suited for
use as the main types in a whole program, for at least two reasons. One is the
difficulty of typing the element construction expression. Another one is type
annotations: we stated our type-checking problem in terms of conformance to
a specification. XQuery programs manipulate XML documents and, in general,
both the input and output types will be specified as regular types, which are the
standard for XML documents.

It therefore makes sense to investigate the possibility of a hybrid system
mixing the two. It is possible, and quite straightforward, to translate standard
unit types into logic formulas describing exactly the same set of trees, with or
without the constraint that the node described by the unit types is at the root,
as needed. We then can use the satisfiability solver to check whether a unit type
is included in a logic type, as well as the converse. This means that the type-
checking question described in Sec. 3 can be asked using standard regular types
and answered using logic.

Furthermore, we can take advantage of the intrinsic compositionality of a
type system: mostly, i.e. for all structural rules, this type-checking question is
answered by splitting it into subquestions. We can answer some of the subques-
tions using logic and some of them using the standard type system.

6 Related work

Static typing for XQuery has been standardized by the W3C [2] and improved
by [10]. [2] describes a type system which is polynomial (except for nested let
clauses). Colazzo goes one step further by a thorough analysis of precision and
complexity of this type-system and by introducing his own, more precise (but



exponential) type system. The type-system proposed by the W3C has been in-
spired by the seminal work found in [11], which is itself based on finite tree
automata containment [12]. A more precise typing of for loops than what made
it into the standard had been studied in [8]. None of these type systems supports
non-downward navigation in XML trees, despite it being a part of the XQuery
standard.

In the programming languages community, the XML type-checking problem
has also been studied for other particular domain-specific languages such as
CDuce [15], XSLT [16] or with specific transformers like transducers [17,18].
For a recent survey of related works on type-checking for XML, see [19] and
references thereof.

The language fragment we decided to study formally is inspired by what can
be found in the literature. Other formally-studied fragments include XQ (‘core
XQuery’) [20], recently extended into XQH by Benedikt and Vu who added
higher-order functions [21], and µXQ (‘micro XQuery’) [9], extended into µXQ�

(‘mini XQuery’) in [10]. The papers defining XQ and XQH focus on the seman-
tics of the language and the complexity of query evaluation. The papers defining
µXQ and µXQ� focus on typing and correctness. There does not seem to be
a significant difference between XQ and µXQ�, although the set of expressions
is not exactly the same. µXQ does not include conditionals (where or, equiva-
lently, if-then-else expressions), and XQH adds λ-abstractions and function
application. None of these fragments includes axes other than child and desc.
This allows XQ and XQH to have a formal semantics where items are simply
trees without the need for a store, because it is not possible in these fragments
to go from a node to its parent or siblings. Our ‘navigational XQuery’ fragment
is basically XQ/µXQ� with the upward and sideways axes added.

Very recently, Castagna et al. [13] have defined a larger fragment which they
call XQH

�; it adds to XQH value-switch and type-switch expressions, as well
as non-downward axes as we do. They do not study this fragment directly:
rather, they define a translation from it to an extension of the CDuce lan-
guage, and study that extension, whose semantics is described by a fairly compli-
cated system—not surprisingly since it has to integrate with CDuce’s pattern-
matching, overloaded functions and other advanced features. In contrast, we
tried to focus on just the unusual features of XQuery and keep things as simple
as we can. Still, this work is probably the closest, in terms of objective, to the
current paper, since it does treat backward axes in some way.

The logic language for XML trees which we described in Sec. 5 was described
in more detail in [6], where it was used to check properties of XPath expressions.
The typing rules we give in Sec. 5.2 are inspired by the way XPath subexpressions
were translated into logic in that paper.



7 Conclusion

The work presented in this paper is not an accomplished type-checking system
for XQuery, but what we hope will prove a useful basis and starting point to,
finally, take all navigation expressions properly into account in such systems.

Our contribution is threefold. First, we defined a novel focused-tree-based
operational semantics for a fragment of the XQuery language; this fragment was
kept small here to concentrate on the core issues but can be easily extended. Sec-
ond, we formulated the difficulty of typing XQuery expressions with backward
axes in terms of a discrepancy between the language’s semantics and type alge-
bra, and demonstrated that this difficulty cannot be overcome without changing,
at least locally, one of the two. Third, we proposed a logic-based type language
to represent the missing information and discussed how to combine it with the
existing one.

The last step of this work illustrates the design of type-checking systems
based on rich tree logics, where subtyping is typically decided using a logical
satisfiability solver (such as the one proposed in [6]). One advantage of this
approach is to inherit from the well-studied characteristics of a generic logical
formalism (in particular: expressivity, worst-case complexity, robustness with
respect to extensions), as well as from the availability of implementations.

One direction for further research would be to do backward type inference
[22], i.e. construct types that subexpressions must match from the required
type of the whole expression, then check whether the initial typing environ-
ment matches the requirements. The logic-based type language seems natural
for this purpose since it provides a succinct notation for the inferred subtypes
and their contexts.

Another direction of research is to extend XQuery’s type algebra for higher
order functions and parametric polymorphism in the light of recent breakthroughs
on the subject [23,24]. All these features combined will represent a much more
powerful type system usable in practice and more attractive than W3C’s pro-
posed one, which gives too many false negatives. This will also revive program-
mers’ interest in the language as the range of detectable errors in XQuery com-
pilers will become much more accurate and wider.
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